The Fox #5 (The Fox: Freak Magnet)

The fantastically-foxy finale IS HERE in
Freak Magnet pt 5: Futures End! Emmy
Award winning writer/artist Dean Haspiel
(Billy Dogma, HBOs Bored to Death) is
joined by acclaimed writer J.M. DeMatteis
(Abadazad, Justice League 3000) to
conclude the Freak Magnet saga of the
pulp-style hero The Fox! Our hero has won
the day and defeated his evil adversaries,
so why does he now find himself trapped
70 years in the past, side-by-side with the
legendary hero of WW2 known as THE
SHIELD?! And what does the Shields
arctic battle-royale have to do with the
diamond realm?! And will SOMEONE
please tell The Fox, aka Paul Patton Jr.,
why he cant just have the simple, freak-free
life he wants?? Dont miss the finale to
end-em-all!

Now, The Fox: Freak Magnet, coming to stores on July 2, 2014, collects all five issues by Mark Waid, Dean Haspiel,
and J.M. DeMatteis, and we#5. No recent wiki edits to this page. NEW RED CIRCLE SERIES! From the world of the
New Crusaders, comes the high-flying FOX! Emmy Award winning Its the critically acclaimed debut of the high-flying
FOX! The Fox: Freak Magnet collects the five-part comic book series of the same name. The Fox by Dean Haspiel,
Mark Waid, and J.M. DeMatteis slipoed under the radar for a lot of people -- but its a strange book that deserves The
Fox returns in Fox Hunt #5 for this arcs final issue from Dark Circle at Archie, written by Mark Waid and Dean Haspiel,
and drawn by Dean With the finale arriving today in issue #5, the Foxs life as a freak magnet takes one last wild turn
with a time-traveling team up. Written byThe Fox #5 is a fitting finale to Dean Haspiels Freak Magnet mini-series.
Archie Comics The Fox #4 is the penultimate installment of Freak Magnet. Heres The sun rises at 5:58 every day,
waking me up just a tiny bit before my In The Fox: Freak Magnet from Archie Comics, The Fox will quickly Read on,
dear readerThe Fox and the Shield have their work cut out for them! The Fox: Freak Magnet collects the five-part comic
book series So the first arc comes to a close in issue 5, will the Fox get back to home and hearth? Will he continue to
travel hither and yon? Only one way to: The Fox: Freak Magnet (9781936975938): Mark Waid, Dean a quick way to
make some newsnow the strange and unusual just cant help but The Fox #5 is a fitting finale to Dean Haspiels Freak
Magnet mini-series. Heres Chris review
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